Non-invasive stimulation techniques to relieve abdominal/pelvic pain: Is more always better?
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Abstract

Chronic abdominal and pelvic pain is a common condition that has significant impact on quality of life, and causes billions of dollars in direct and indirect costs. Emerging data suggest that transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), alone or in combination with transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), could be a promising therapeutic avenue to reduce chronic pain. The encouraging results coming from these studies prompted us to try combining TENS and tDCS in 4 of our patients who suffered from chronic pelvic and/or abdominal pain and to compare the effect with 5 other patients who received TENS alone. Pain intensity was assessed with a visual analog scale before, during and after the stimulation. We observed that there was a slight decrease in pain which was similar in both patient groups (TENS alone and TENS combined with tDCS). These observations suggest that combining TENS and tDCS in patients suffering from chronic pelvic and/or abdominal pain produces no additional benefit, compared to TENS alone. Future studies, looking at the effect of several/consecutive TENS and tDCS sessions should be conducted.
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TO THE EDITOR

Chronic pelvic pain syndrome is quite prevalent and disabling, and should definitely receive more attention[1]. Abnormalities in the brain-gut axis play an important role in functional gastro-intestinal disorders, suggesting that brain modulation can be a part of the solution to relieve visceral pain, such as pelvic and abdominal pain[2]. Over the last few years, two studies looking into the usefulness of brain stimulation techniques to reduce chronic abdominal and pelvic pain syndromes were published. The first article, published by Fenton et al[3], looked into the safety and efficacy of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) in patients suffering from refractory chronic pelvic pain. Then, a few years later, Schabrun et al[4] published a study in which they suggested that combining tDCS to transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) could be more effective to reduce pain than TDCS or TENS alone. TENS is a modality that is frequently used for the diagnosis, although the proportion of women tended to be higher in the TENS-only group. For both groups, TENS was delivered using 2 pairs of rubber silicone electrodes connected to a digital Eclipse Plus apparatus (Empi, St. Paul, Minnesota). Two (2) electrodes were placed on the lower lumbar or abdominal region and two other electrodes were placed over the right tibial nerve, in order to target the painful area (directly or via the associated dermatome)[5]. TENS frequency was set at 3 Hz and the pulse duration at 400 ms, and the intensity was adjusted to produce strong and painful sensations[6]. For the TENS + tDCS group, a 2 mA direct current was transferred to the patients, through the scalp, by a saline-soaked pair of surface sponge electrodes (5 cm × 7 cm) and delivered by a constant current stimulator, battery-driven, 1 × 1 tDCS device (Model 1300- A; Soterix Medical Inc, New York). Patients received anodal stimulation of the primary motor cortex (M1), as suggested by Fenton et al[3] and by Schabrun et al[4]. The anodal electrode was placed over M1, contralateral to the most painful site (C3 or C4 according to the electroencephalogram 10/20 system), and the cathodal electrode was placed on the supraorbital area contralateral to the anode[5,6]. Both TENS and tDCS were applied for 30 min. Patients who received TENS + tDCS received both stimulations simultaneously. Pain intensity was assessed 4 times during the patients’ visit (before, during, after and 15 min following the treatment) using a visual analog scale (VAS) of 10 cm ranges from “no pain” (0 cm) to “the worst imaginable pain” (10 cm). The study was approved by the local institutional ethics committee and written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

As can be seen in Figure 1, there was a slight decrease in pain during treatment; however the pain reduction was not clinically significant and was similar between both groups (average reduction of 1.6 in the TENS group and 1.8 in the TENS+tDCS group)[8]. Pain intensity continued to slightly decrease and barely reached clinical significance (2 points on VAS) 15 min after stimulation in the TENS group[8].

These results somewhat contrast with those of Schabrun et al[4] who observed a decrease 2.5 in the pain severity score after TENS alone and a decrease of 2.8 after combined TENS and tDCS, a change that was both statistically and clinically significant[8]. The inconsistencies between our observations and those of Schabrun et al[4] could be explained by the different populations studied (chronic low back pain vs chronic abdominal/pelvic pain). It is also important to mention that the beneficial effect of TENS+tDCS noted by
Schabrun et al.[4] was observed in a subsample of patients only (i.e., in individuals with more pronounced pain sensitization). Different results could have perhaps been obtained if we had included solely chronic abdominal/pelvic pain patients with increased pain sensitization. Furthermore, it should be noted that the effects noted in our patients were observed after one single session of neurostimulation. Providing chronic pain patients with only one tDCS session is perhaps not sufficient to drive important and long-lasting changes in symptoms. Finally, it should be pointed out that 8 of our 9 patients took opioids on a regular basis, a medication that is known to have a negative effect on the reaction to low frequency TENS[9].

In conclusion, our observations suggest that one session of TENS, alone or in combination with tDCS, can slightly reduce pain in patients suffering from chronic abdominal or pelvic pain. However, combining TENS with tDCS does not seem to provide any additional benefit. Contrary to TENS, which can be self-administered by patients at home during their everyday activities, tDCS must be administered by a healthcare professional. Future studies, looking at the effect of several/consecutive TENS and tDCS sessions should be conducted.
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